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By: Rebecca Cohen-Homapour

In July of 2016, artist, Chuck Close was interviewed with a front cover spread in New
York Times Magazine to discuss his legendary career. In December of 2017, Close was accused
of sexually mistreating women on numerous occasions. This dissertation considers the powerful
artist Chuck Close and repercussions following recent accusations against him made by multiple
women. It will help us begin to understand how the recent allegations affect art museums and
public exhibitions. There is also a discussion analyzing if an artists’ work can be separated from
the reputation of its author. A hedonic regression, data analysis and interviews with art advisors
were conducted to reveal what the aftermath of the scandal looked like. Little research has
addressed sexual assault in the art world. In unpacking the problems that surface in the #Metoo
movement, the thesis will also ask if there is a certain way a museum as public institutions
should respond and what legal actions can be instituted to avoid future problems.
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Introduction

Looking back in art history, the relationship between an artist and the corresponding
model or muse most often presented the muse as an allegorical, imaginative and inspiring figure.
In a 2012 New York Magazine review, established art critic, Jerry Saltz analyzes the curatorial
choices in the re-opening of The Museum of Modern Art in NYC. In his critique, he shares that
he feels MoMA curators managed to neglect the presence of female artists’ work in its exhibition
of the permanent collection. He states, “There were 399 objects on view; 19 were by women or 5
percent…Best of all the fourth floor now starts with six William de Kooning “Women.”1 In his
factual observation, Saltz questions the MoMA’s ability to position female artists as equal to their
male counterparts, especially in such an established museum environment with the potential to
change a one-sided storytelling of patriarchy. In Saltz’s storytelling, he highlights how
discrimination against women can occur in two ways. Firstly, it is a norm for a women’s position
in a museum to most often be as a muse, illustrated in artwork such as de Kooning’s, “Women,”
mentioned above. Secondly, women artists are commonly neglected from the sophisticated body
of work on view, leaving a large majority of the viewing space to male artists.
However, gender inequality can begin within the artist studio itself. World-renowned
Spanish artist, Pablo Picasso, is regularly presented as an admirable artist. In these instances of
public recognition, museums and public institutions pay attention to Picasso’s ability to use
perspective on canvas and his move into modernism. Picasso used women as muses, then as

Saltz, Jerry. "Where Are All the Women Artists at MoMA?” New York Times Magazine, Http://nymag.com/. N.p.,
n.d. Web. 2 Sept. 2012. Retrieved July 1, 2018.
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mistresses until finally marrying one to two of them.2 As Jerry Dobrick, Curatorial Associate for
European Art at The Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach, states “Picasso returns again
and again to his female companions as a source of pictorial and sculptural inspiration.” The
intimate exhibition in Palm Beach, titled Picasso’s Muses, highlights the painters love for women
and displays six works on view. In using these works to define a perspective of Picasso’s work
and career, one could argue that Picasso was as passionate for women in his life as he was for his
artworks. At the center of the exhibition is a work called Femme à la Montre (Woman with a
Wrist Watch), which was inspired by Marie-Therese Walter, with whom Picasso had an insatiable
appetite for painting.3 (Fig. 1) Painted in 1932, Woman with a Wrist Watch delicately symbolizes
the poignant way Picasso was able to transform being a philander into an artist who is creatively
inspired by women.
Additionally, in 2006, Roy Sapir, owner of Saper Gallery in Michigan, released a
statement about Picasso’s muses corresponding to his gallery exhibition opening. The press
release directed the viewers to understand Picasso’s work in the chronological order of his
female muses. This curatorial choice reveals a direct correlation between Picasso’s muse and his
artwork. It also exhibits that Picasso changed the women he was with as often as he changed the
style of work itself. Would any of Picasso’s artwork be accomplished had a woman not chosen to
act as his muse for a sitting? By looking at Picasso’s work alone, it is evident that relationships
with women were at the center of Picasso’s life and artistic career. As Sapir Gallery’s the press

Norton Museum of Art. Picasso’s Muses, November 6, 2014- February 15, 2015, https://www.norton.org/
index.cfm?fuseaction=exhibitions.details&content_id=1838. September 1, 2018.
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Palm Beach Post,” retrieved September 2, 2018, http://featured.blog.palmbeachpost.com/2014/11/07/6-muses-whoinspired-picasso-at-the-norton-museum-in-west-palm-beach/
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release 593
! ! states, “In early 2004 the National Gallery in Washington, D.C. had an exhibition of
60 portraits of Fernande that Picasso painted in a few months of 1909.”4 When analyzing the
time frame the works were produced, one can tell how prolific Picasso was able to be, not only
because of his talent but because of how intimate and the short-lived each-female encounter was.
The inequality visible in Saltz’s analysis of the MoMA’s curatorial choices is in
accordance with the social choices of modern painters such as Picasso. Many male artists gained
success at the expense of the corresponding muse. Art historian, Linda Nochlin, articulates that
the problem in art history is rooted in the fact that up until this point the term great artist has been
defined by men and for men. Her article, “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” was
written in 1971. She understands that though women are more liberated than ever before, through
self-imposed pre-conceptions, as well as the public reception of their work, women are confined
to personal, psychological and subjective artistic categories.5 This thesis will take into account
the history and the present value of male dominance over the muse. It will also go a step further
in accomplishing solutions for the issue. What are the methods in the business and art world that
can further assist in solving the problem for the lack of women in the art world?
Upon researching the issue at Sotheby’s Institute of Art it is surprising that there is no
empirical research or quantitative papers studying the cost of behaving badly in the art world.
The literature about sexual assault and misconduct in art history is scant. Though the
aforementioned art historians, galleries and critics understand discrimination against women
such as Saltz piece in New York Magazine, “Where Are All The Women?”, a number of
Saper, Roy. (2006). “The Women of Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)”, http://www.sapergalleries.com/
PicassoWomen.html. Retrieved September 2, 2018.
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Westview Press, 1988 by Linda Nochlin, pp. 147-158.
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exhibitions analyzing Picasso’s muses, and Linda Nochlin’s role as a feminist art historian, there
is more to be done. Feminist collectives such as the Guerrilla Girls are a dramatic sign of what
more is to be corrected.6
This paper aims to build on the aforementioned research and underline how frequently
women today are being suppressed. I appreciate the work of Chuck Close, however, after the
media unraveled that Close is a sexual predator it has been difficult for me to connect with his
artwork again. While considering the current political environment in America, as well as the
progression of the #Metoo movement, more institutional responsibility and power will be needed
to move towards a world with gender equality. The purpose of this research is to discuss a
problem that is taboo and to shed light on this issue of sexual misconduct and unequal
distribution of power in the contemporary art world.
In the last few years, the #Metoo movement has gotten unforeseen momentum and the
movement has revealed the importance of the issue. One male CEO after the next has been
accused of sexual misconduct and in some cases aggression, and violence. In this thesis, the case
of Chuck Close will be used as a case study, and the paper will question if bad behavior results in
bad market and auction prices. It will also analyze the ability of society to separate an artist
exploiting women from their artwork produced. Can the work of an artist be separated from the
reputation of its author?
At Sotheby’s Institute, a graduate program for students in the art world, it is a
requirement that all students and administration participate in Title IX training. Unfortunately,
many industries fail to administer and distribute Title IX education as a perquisite. The world
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should be a safe environment for both men and women to receive equal opportunity and attention
and the art world can lead by example. Perhaps after the research is published, it can assist in
equalizing the playing field in the art market and better address the issue.
Chapter One presents a case study of Chuck Close, defining what happened in December
2017 and how Close disrespected multiple women on numerous occasions. Using the current
campaigns of the Guerrilla Girls, the chapter will attempt to uncover methods of addressing
artists in high positions of power who act unethically. Chapter One will also ask what the
boundaries are for the ethical freedom of an artist. Should the scandal be factored into the
biography of an artist? Can the artists’ behavior be separated from the reputation of the work
produced? Artists are protected by the state to freedom of expression but is there a limit to the
law when an artists’ behavior may be unethical and in poor taste?
Chapter Two will address two opposed attitudes on the Close scandal. Institutional
critiques and responses are going to be the basis of this chapter. The decision of whether to
continue or discontinue Close’s current institutional exhibitions will be analyzed. It will discuss
the possibility of museums keeping Close’s work in storage until his accusations settle using
interviews with two art advisors. Additionally, theories relating to the role of the museum will be
brought to better support the arguments.
Chapter Three is a market study of Close’s work. The dataset will reveal whether there
has been a change in Close’s market following the allegations made against him for sexual
misconduct. Has Close’s secondary market changed because of his bad behavior? What is
Close’s artwork reputation before and after the scandal? What is the conversation like? How can
his position as an artist accused of misconduct ruin his brand?
5

This paper posits the difficulty with power, and in Close’s case between the artist and
muse. Though it is not a new issue and the inherent problems of an artist and his muse have a
long history, the thesis will provide insight into the contemporary issue at hand. It will briefly
touch upon how the art market is affected by recent allegations against Chuck Close. Several
limitations confine the parameter of the study. Firstly, the topic is not spoken about often and is
not a comfortable topic for most women and men dealing with sexual harassment or abuse in the
art world. Secondary, there is no precedent or scholarly approach to address sexual misconduct in
the art market. Thirdly, any interviews with directors, gallerists and art critics were not successful
because they have not been able to be communicated directly.
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Chapter I: Chuck Close Allegations

1.1 Allegations Made Public
In December 2017, renowned portrait artist, Chuck Close was accused of sexual
harassment by several women. Chuck Close began 2017 with the opening of a permanent
installation in the NYC Second Avenue Subway. 7 The celebration of his momentous
accomplishment, after almost a century of painting, photographing and working in the art
market, was cut short when HuffPost reported that Close asked women to model naked for him
and made inappropriate sexual comments regarding multiple female’s bodies.8 In an effort to
defend himself to The New York Times, Close suggested that he should be free of accusations due
to his own physical disability. Should the fact that Close has been in a motorized wheelchair
since 1988, when he almost became totally paralyzed, relinquish him from his ethical and moral
responsibility to behave appropriately towards women?9 Recognizing that Close has been
considered such an important part of the art world it is uncertain what to make of these
allegations and how to best address his biography and legacy as an artist.10

Meier, Allison; “From Chuck Close to Sarah Sze, a Ride Through the Art of the Second Avenue Subway.”
Hyperallergic, Jan. 3, 2017.
7

8

Frank, Priscilla. Dec. 19, 2017. Chuck Close Is A Giant Of The Art World. He’s Allegedly Also A ‘F**king
Pervert.’ Huffington Post, Retrieved from https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/chuck-close-sexualharassment_us_59f877dee4b09b5c2568fd88.
9 Pogrebin, Robin; “Chuck Close Apologizes After Accusations of Sexual Harassment.” The New York Times. Dec.
20, 2017.
Hylton, Wil. (July 13, 2016). The Mysterious Metamorphosis of Chuck Close. The New York Times, Retrieved
August 8, 2017, from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/17/magazine/the-mysterious-metamorphosis-of-chuckclose.html.
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1.2 #MeToo Response to Sexual Misconduct
Though it is unfortunate to read that such a significant artist has been accused of
disrespecting women, Close is not alone in his actions. The political climate in America since the
election of Donald J. Trump in late 2016 has sparked a domino effect of women coming forward
and exposing themselves as victims of a similar experience of sexual abuse.11 The renowned
#Metoo movement, now over a year in swing, has continued to gain attention. #Metoo has given
a voice to women on a global scale to free themselves from personal, physical and verbal abuse.
It reveals that perhaps women have adopted some prey behavior that has been exploited by
powerful men. The repeated pronouns included in the dialogue are “she” and “her”. These
subjects represent a body of women who want to be heard, believed and seen. The accumulation
of voices that encompass #Metoo embody a national voice against sexual assault. In Close’s
scandal, as well as a plethora of similar situations, how to better educate those in power to
behave appropriately remains unknown. Another question that resonates asks whether there is a
moral and ethical limit to freedom of speech.
In understanding what has unraveled around accusations against Close one can read
numerous anecdotes about negative experiences with the artist. The volume of women coming
forward resulted in widespread negative media attention including coverages in The New York
Times, Huffington Post, Artnews, and The Guardian. In these narratives, more than four women
came forth confessing that Close acted inappropriately. In harmony with the #metoo movement,
some women shared their names publicly others remained anonymous. Many of the narratives

The Conversation. (November 28, 2017). Has Trump’s presidency triggered the movement against
sexual harassment? The Conversation, Retrieved from http://theconversation.com/has-trumps-presidency-triggeredthe-movement-against-sexual-harassment-88219
11
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disclosed that Close inquired the women to remove clothing, commented on female body parts of
theirs and intruded on their body. An anonymous woman revealed that an assistant called for the
meeting and that the assistant was not present when the model showed up. This anonymous
woman, known as “she,” commented that when modeling in the fashion world, the employer is
obliged to address if the session will require nudity prior to confirming an invitation. She
underscores, however, that that the common protocol does not exist in the art world. As she
states, “For starters, I was always told ahead of time when I was expected to be fully nude,” she
said. “That is foremost. It’s never been sprung on me in the moment. Also, importantly, the
model is given privacy to change out of their clothing, so that moment of vulnerability in the
transformation from human to model is private. Lastly, there is a real respect for where and how
the artist looks at you. I never felt ogled in one of my previous nude modeling sessions.”12 This
sensitive recounting displays how Close was a predator, using his power as an important artist to
harm women. It also reveals how perverted and inappropriate Close was in the workplace. While
#Metoo has enabled copious women to feel heard it has also questioned how to address the man
in power going forward. Should the career of an artist shift after allegations against the artist are
brought forth?13

1.3 Guerrilla Girls Response to Chuck Close

Frank, Priscilla. Dec. 19, 2017. Chuck Close Is A Giant Of The Art World. He’s Allegedly Also A ‘F**king
Pervert.’ Huffington Post, Retrieved from https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/chuck-close-sexualharassment_us_59f877dee4b09b5c2568fd88
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Voon, Claire., Steinhauer, Jillian. (January 16, 2018). Four More Women Allege Sexual Misconduct by Chuck
Close. Hyperallergic, Retrieved February 1, 2018, from https://hyperallergic.com/420538/four-more-women-allegesexual-misconduct-by-chuck-close/.
13
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The Guerrilla Girls are feminist activist artists. They state on their website that their anonymity
keeps the focus on the issues, and away from who they might be:
Over 55 people have been members over the years, some for weeks, some for decades. We wear gorilla
masks in public and use facts, humor and outrageous visuals to expose gender and ethnic bias as well as
corruption in politics, art, film, and pop culture. We undermine the idea of a mainstream narrative by
revealing the understory, the subtext, the overlooked, and the downright unfair. We believe in an
intersectional feminism that fights discrimination and supports human rights for all people and all genders.
We have done over 100 street projects, posters and stickers all over the world, including New York, Los
Angeles, Minneapolis, Mexico City, Istanbul, London, Bilbao, Rotterdam, and Shanghai, to name just a
few. We also do projects and exhibitions at museums, attacking them for their bad behavior and
discriminatory practices right on their own walls, including our 2015 stealth projection about income
inequality and the super-rich hijacking art on the façade of the Whitney Museum in New York. Our
retrospectives in Bilbao and Madrid, Guerrilla Girls 1985-2015, and our US traveling exhibition, Guerrilla
Girls: Not Ready To Make Nice, have attracted thousands. We could be anyone. We are everywhere.
What’s next? More creative complaining!! New projects in London, Paris, Cologne, and more!14

The Guerrilla Girls, an anonymous feminist activist group, fight for equality in the art
world for the last 30 years. The ladies wearing the guerrilla masks began in 1984 after The
MoMA staged a significant opening, which included no more than 10 percent of female and
minority artists. Since then the group continues to impose their vision on the systemic issues in
feminist art history. 15 Ironically, the most recent campaign highlights the Close scandal. The
Guerrilla Girls released a flyer, which created three options for Chuck Close’s museum labels.
These women behind the masks suggest storylines and descriptions for how museums can best
portray Close’s biography after the scandal. The poster, made in bright orange color, is a parody
and warning. It lists three descriptions for discussing Close’s artwork. While the poster is made
specifically for the National Gallery’s Bill Clinton work on view, the museum labels can be
applied for any work or museum. (Fig. 2) The poster reads, “3 Ways to Write a Museum Wall
Label When the Artist is a Sexual Predator.” Following the tag-line are three categories for
museums. The first, “for museums afraid of alleviating billionaire trustees and collectors who
14 About

Guerrilla Girls. 1985-2018 GUERRILLA GIRLS. Retrieved from guerrillagirls.com.

Ryzik, Melena. The Guerrilla Girls, After 3 Decades, Still Rattling Art World Cages, The New York Times,
Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/09/arts/design/the-guerrilla-girls-after-3-decades-still-rattling-artworld-cages.html.
15
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donated the artist’s work.” The second is “for museums conflicted about disclosing an artist’s
abuse next to his art.” For the third and most extreme case, Guerrilla girls posit a circumstance
where the art is understood solely based on Close being a sexual predator.16 The first approach
neglects to mention either any allegations against Close or Clinton and instead expresses
gratitude and recognition towards Close’s artistic contributions to the art world. The second wall
label alludes to the artist’s potential to act inappropriately by stating that the artist has “a few
disgruntled employees.” However, the final label recognizes that Close and Clinton participated
in using their respect and power to abuse and subordinate women.
Though the Guerrilla Girls playful artwork is specifically made for the National Portrait
Gallery work, titled Bill Clinton, readers and institutions can choose whether or not to recognize
an artist with sexual misconduct. Instead of neglecting to discuss the situation why not continue
to celebrate the artists work while also commenting on the artist’s history of sexual assault. In
this Guerrilla Girls most recent campaign (Fig.2) the initiative to redefine the history of sexual
misconduct in the art world is brought forth. If museums adopt a method for understanding
Close’s work in relation to his misconduct and sexual harassment towards women remains
unknown. Will public institutions choose to educate the public about Close’s biography including
his misbehavior. Is it too early to tell how Close’s longterm legacy and biography will address
the scandal? When will there ever be a perfect time to share information about sexual abuse?
The Guerrilla Girls don’t wait for museums to make a decision. Their vision for museum
labels reminds society that museums and public institutions have an opportunity to revise wall
wall text to be inclusive of male dominance in the art world. Wall labels educate the community
Pes, Javier. The Guerrilla Girls Are Helping Museums Contend With #MeToo. Read Their Proposed Chuck Close
Wall Labels Here. Artnet, Sept. 26, 2018.
16
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at large. However, it has been suggested that there are less female executives and board members
taking leadership roles at museums across the world. In the gender gap report, 2017 conducted
by the Association of Art Museum Directors, studies show an inherent dominance of male
directors.17 An article titled “Gender Gap Persists at Largest Museums” in The New York Times it
writes, “The ongoing gender gap in Art Museum directorships shows that just one of the nation’s
13 largest museums is run by a woman. The report is a follow-up on a 2014 study, the first to
analyze salary data collected from the association’s 200-plus membership form the vantage point
of gender.”18 Could museum resistance to incorporating a comprehensive understanding of
#Metoo within the art historical canon be because there are fewer women running museums? It is
interesting to note that the lack of diversity and male dominant curatorial choices seen in the
museum exhibitions themselves mirror the lack of women in director positions of museums. The
Guerrilla Girls are on the frontline of feminist art history. The group point outs that without
acknowledging Close’s misconduct it is more likely that misconduct in the workplace will
persist. It also reflects on the characteristics and value of the art world. Does the art-world prefer
to remain silent over taking a stand on Close’s scandal?
The first amendment of the constitution guarantees the freedom of expression to all,
including artists. It states that Congress should make no laws abridging the freedom of
expression. Freedom of speech is one of the most cherished rights protected under the
constitution. However, the boundaries for what constitutes inappropriate speech is left up to
interpretation. When a specific artist, such as Chuck Close is accused of misconduct, one can
17 Association

of Art Museum Directors. Gender Gap Report 2017. https://aamd.org/our-members/from-the-field/
gender-gap-report-2017. March 22, 2017.
Sheets, Hilarie. (March 22, 2017). Gender Gap Persists at Largest Museums. The New York Times, Retrieved Oct.
1, 2018, from https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/22/arts/design/gender-gap-persists-at-largest-museums.html.
18
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question what the intentions of his speech and conduct were and whether the victims’ human
rights were neglected. Are artists protected under the first amendment’s freedom of speech
protected to speak their mind even when the material is in poor taste?

1.4 Culture Wars
In The New York Times, an interesting article about how art has come to be evaluated is
based on its moral and ethical characteristics more than its quality. The article, titled “The
Morality Wars”, discusses how art has neglected to be valued by its quality and instead judged by
its moral and ethical contribution. Writer, Wesley Morris, feels when discussing topics within
contemporary American culture such as TV, music, and art, he is not able to comfortably dislike
or criticize something that is about a misrepresented minority without offending someone.
Moreover, Morris questions whether there is room for evaluating whether art is good or bad
based on aesthetic and valuable quality alone? Can art be valued on aesthetics without
considering its moral or ethical obligation? He states, “A disagreement over one piece of culture
points to where our discourse has arrived when it comes to talking about all culture- at a rolling
impasse. The conversations are exasperated, the verdicts swift, conclusive and seemingly
absolute. The goal is to protect and condemn work, not for its quality, per se, but for its values. Is
this art or artist, this character, this joke bad for women, gays, trans people, nonwhites? Are the
casts diverse enough? Is this museum show inclusive of enough different kinds of artists? Does
the race of the curators correspond with the subject of the show collection? Increasingly, these
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questions stand in for a discussion of the art itself.”19 The author understands that our current
political climate has infused all culture to be analyzed based on its mortality more than its
quality.
In Morris’s understanding of evaluating art based on morality, he analyzes the case against
American actor Bill Cosby. In late 2014, Cosby was accused of sexual assault. Over time and
with the momentum within the #Metoo movement, more than 60 women joined together and
created a community of women sexual harassed by Cosby. Cosby was publicly humiliated. In
addition, after evaluating his actions and hearing from witnesses, Cosby was sentenced to prison
for at least three years. Regardless of Cosby’s misdemeanor, Morris feels it is unfair to change
one’s outlook on “The Cosby Show” following the accusations made against the actor. He writes,
“The Cosby Show has had trauma visited upon it. Over the past two years, I’ve gone back and
forth about how to handle the trauma. Parting with the show felt like the moral thing to do, out of
respect for the women he has allegedly abused. Who is served by keeping it around? There is
after all so much other stuff to watch and read.”20 Here the author is wrestling with how to
distinguish between an artist’s behavior and his/her artwork. Is there a proper way to understand
an artwork without taking into consideration the biography and life of the artist? Can an artist or
author be separated from the reputation of their work?
In the conclusion of “Morality Wars”, Morris states that American societal norms and
American culture made the final decision for its society by removing the show from television.
Instead of separating an artist from his work, the show was punished and Cosby’s work gained a
Morris, Wesley. (Oct. 3, 2018). The Morality Wars. The New York Times, Retrieved Oct. 10, 2018, from https://
www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/03/magazine/morality-social-justice-art-entertainment.html?
mc_cid=33011d6c77&mc_eid=eb07c6cbb2.
19

20

Ibid.
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bad reputation. Perhaps the television network didn’t want to be associated with Cosby. Morris
feels that in addition to this punishment, Cosby was also sentenced to 10 years in prison. In
analyzing Cosby’s work as an actor and his accusations for sexual misconduct, Morris
contemplates how to separate Cosby as an artist and the allegations made against him. While
Cosby’s work on TV was produced many years prior, it has been judged by societal norms that
Cosby’s work is no longer relevant or appropriate. However, Morris feels that “The show is
innocent of Cosby’s crimes.”21 The question of how and whether we should distinguish between
the artist and the crimes they committed remains. Is the work of a predator deemed immoral and
should an artist’s who harassed women be removed from public recognition and viewing? The
line between what is ethical and unethical is blurry. Everyone can pretend that sexual harassment
doesn’t happen or didn’t happen in the art world. Is it that artists do not like to admit their
mistakes so easily or that they feel they cannot control themselves?
Time Magazine identified the silence breakers in the #Metoo movement as its person of
the year in 2017. The movement has become a global community for women who have
experienced sexual, verbal and physical abuse. As it states, “Like the problem that has no name,
the disquieting malaise of frustration and repression among postwar wives and homemakers
identified by Betty Friedan more than 50 years ago, this moment is born of a very real and potent
sense of unrest.”22 The problem of sexual harassment has never been more important than it is
now. In Close’s scenario society and the media has reprimanded him for crossing the boundaries
of freedom of speech, acting inappropriately towards women and failing to use his power for

21

Ibid.
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good. In looking at this picture as a whole, how to treat Close’s work in the present and future
will indicate if Close’s misdemeanor can be separated from his successful career in the art world.
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Chapter II: Museum Responses to Recent Allegations

2.1 Museum Responses to Allegations
The National Portrait Gallery in Washington was scheduled to exhibit Close’s work in
May 2018. Following the largely negative media attention surrounding the Close scandal in
December 2017, the museum decided to cancel his solo exhibition. This choice to cancel the
exhibition represents an unprecedented issue for a museum. “We have never made a decision to
cancel a show because of allegations of this kind before,” Ms. Guthrie said.23 Anabeth Guthrie is
the Chief of Communications and spokeswoman for The National Gallery. This action to cancel
the museum show begs to question if the museum or public institution is required to respond to
an artist who has controversial allegations of sexual misconduct? Canceling an exhibition could
indicate that museums cannot confidently address the issue of sexual assault. Perhaps had the
Guerrilla Girls (Fig. 2) campaign been made sooner The National Gallery may have felt societal
pressure to continue with Close’s exhibition while including wall labels both addressing the
artist’s misconduct and his innovative methods for photography and photorealism. 24 Close
commented on the cancelation stating that the museum plans to postpone the show after a year.
“In a telephone interview on Friday, Mr. Close said the allegations against him were “not true”
and that he was under the impression that the National Gallery had only postponed his show for a
year.” How does a museum play a role in acting as an impetus for an artists success?
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The role of an art museum is to preserve and display art for the education and satisfaction
of people and culture. Each museum has a distinct mission statement underlining its purpose as
an institution and its role in serving the community and engaging in the art world. Museums
interpret its role in society as one that is committed to certain values and models for excellence.
Some museums do so by owning their own private collections while other museums consign
with galleries or private collectors and temporarily display art that it would like to share.
Museums use art to benefit society, bring people together and generate ideas for future ways of
understanding art history. People look to be inspired by museums.
Chuck Close being accused of sexual misconduct changes his biography as an artist.
Should a museum discourage its community from looking at his work as a masterpiece or for its
aesthetic value because of these recent accusations? Should communities pressure museums to
take a stand on the Close scandal? The New York Times published an article titled “Chuck Close
Is Accused of Harassment. Should His Artwork Carry An Asterisk?” The article discussed the
history of artists abusing muses and how to best carry on a museum mission with the inclusion of
recent allegations of misconduct. In publishing this piece the newspaper questions the
controversial subject of sexual harassment, museum accountability and how to separate the artist
from their artwork. It states, “Generally, however, museum officials argue that the quality of the
art should be kept separate from the conduct of the artist.” The Metropolitan Museum’s chairman
for modern and contemporary art is quoted stating that by choosing to not exhibit Close’s work a
museum is respecting the quality of the work while condemning the artwork by choosing not to
exhibit it. Porgrebin and Schuessler explain:
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It is a provocative moment for the art world, as the public debate about separating creative output from
personal conduct moves from popular culture into the realm of major visual artists from different eras and
the institutions that have collected and exhibited their pieces…For the most part, curators and museum
directors say that making artistic decisions based on personal behavior is a dangerous road to go down. All
of the museums’ officials interviewed (including the MET in NY, Tate in London and the Pompidou in
Paris) said they plan to continue to retain and show their Close holdings, in part because he has not been
charged with any crime and the accusations have not been proven in a court of law. 25

Stephen Weil wrote a handbook for museums titled Making Museums Matter. The book is
full of ethics that he believes museums are required to abide by. He writes, “Most museums exist
for the public benefit and to be successful all aspects of their operations should reflect that
obligation and commitment…The good museum is one that is operated with a clearly formulated
purpose, describable in terms of the particular and positive outcomes that it hopes and expects to
achieve.”26 His vision of a public institution suggests that a museum is a producer of culture.
Weil underlines that a museum can be perceived as an idealistic venture, out to bring its missions
to fruition. The title of the book itself qualifies that museums should be purposeful. His
statements are also a reminder that the museum are free to take different positions on the Close
scandal based on its mission.
Interestingly, Chuck Close’s controversies started when Close was a professor at The
University of Massachusetts from 1965 to 1967. The administration of the University asked him
to display his photographs in the hallway for a twenty-five-day exhibition. The exhibition was
taken down after 5 days. Close’s work was deemed obscene and inappropriate. The photographs
contained images of male nudity and the titles of the works were not approved by the
administration/university. Nudity in the history of art is a given subject matter. Art in antiquity
pre-dominantly included paintings and sculptures of male and female nudes, especially in
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Egyptian, Greek, and Roman mythology. Close was offended and sued the university for a
violation of his first amendment and for the lack of freedom of expression. In 1970, the court
ruled in favor of the University.
Unlike the role of museums, the role of an artist is a more personal one. Chuck Close
(born July 5, 1940) is an American artist predominantly known for his masterpiece paintings but
as of recently subject to accusations of sexual misconduct.27 Close and photographer Thomas
Roma were scheduled to have separate solo exhibitions at the National Gallery in Washington
DC. Close’s exhibition was scheduled to open at The National Gallery in DC on May 13th while
Roma’s in September, both of 2018. However, The National Gallery canceled both shows
following the allegations against the two well-known artists. As the Washington Post writes,
“The decision to halt the shows marks the first time the gallery has canceled exhibitions because
of public allegations against the featured artists, according to Anabeth Guthrie, the museum’s
chief of communications.” 28 She continued to say that, “Given the recent attention on their
personal lives, we discussed the postponement of the installations with each artist. All parties
involved acknowledged that it is not the appropriate time to present these installations.”29
Though the museum has cited that it will postpone the show the failure to say when or where the
show will be, begs the question as to whether the show will be canceled all together.
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It can be inferred that The National Gallery used the term postpone as a political tool to
address the problem vaguely. The museum, indeed, may forego to provide Close with a solo
exhibition altogether. In choosing to postpone the exhibit the museum failed to participate in the
gossip and dialogue revolving Close, sexual misconduct and disparity towards female artists and
muses. However, the contribution Close has made as an artist is globally recognized. Kim Sajet,
director of the Portrait Gallery stated that it is difficult to defend an artist. While Close greatly
contributed to the genre of portraiture his actions make it difficult for museums to support his
work.
While The National Gallery chose to postpone Close’s show until an undisclosed time,
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (PAFA) continued to exhibit Close’s work which was
scheduled to exhibit in 2018. The PAFA utilized the opportune time of Close’s solo exhibition as
an opportunity to discuss the controversy that inhabits the art world, specifically artists and its
muses, sexual misconduct and sexual assault. Opening in October 2017 and remaining on view
through April 8th, 2018 the exhibition, titled “Chuck Close Photographs,” is the last stop for the
traveling exhibit that once presided at the Parish Museum in Water Mill in 2015. The day
following The Huffington Post first published accounts by three women against Close, the PAFA
stated that they wanted their exhibition to be responsive to the conversations about the
allegations.
Instead of saying nothing at all or canceling the Close exhibit, PAFA wanted to address
the allegations and have Close’s works speak for themselves. PAFA wanted to generate a
discussion about Close’s works in relation to #Metoo. They successfully did so by exhibiting the
traveling works with an adjacent room with a timeline charting the history of sexual allegations.
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This additional room responds to the history of sexual misconduct and depicts a projection into
the year of 2050, citing what steps the art community should take towards creating a better future
for the next generations to come into contact with these issues. It could be inferred that the
mission for the PAFA would be to practically serve the public and make a difference by
addressing the harassment and continuing to show Close’s work. PAFA’s director, Brooke David
Anderson stated they, “felt strongly that it was not a decision for us to close the exhibition,”
Anderson said “We started to realize that if we took the show down, in a way it sort of allowed
everybody to move on to the next very important thing in the workplace. We felt if we took the
exhibition down it would in some ways halt the discussions that the forum had begun.” 30 By
acknowledging Chuck Close’s work for its excellence and continuing to exhibit the exhibition
the PAFA understands the importance of his work in the chronology of art and photography.
However, because the PAFA kept an adjacent room to the show open for a timeline of the history
of sexual harassment the PAFA attempts to solve the problem of sexual misconduct in the
workplace. 31It is a museum’s role to educate its community and expand on its understanding of
art, history, and culture.

2.2 Asterisks: A Warning Strategy
Part of what gives the art world life and distinction is freedom of speech and the
responsibility to tolerate ideas. However, do these freedoms in the artworld include cases of
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sexual misconduct? The allegations against Chuck Close question whether museums should
address the problem, or ignore it. Should museums show, promote and fund the work of an artist
investigated in such sexual allegations? In Making Museums Matter, Weils asks if you can’t say
anything nice should you say anything at all? Other approaches suggest that perhaps there should
put an asterisk (*) by the names of the artists who are more likely inclined to act and think in
ways that are not in line with societal standards. An asterisk is a small gesture which symbolizes
the need for transparency about the conduct of artists outside of his professional career. The life
of an artist is a private matter yet the work of an artist is public. Does this mean the audience
should measure the artist as a public figure or is the private life of an artist important in
understanding the projection of their artwork? If one artist is more open to obscenity than others
why not put an asterisk to remind the community of the artist’s values and actions. However,
using asterisks refers to there being censorship in the art world? Would it be fair to stamp the
names of any artist who are allegedly guilty of sexual assault? Or, is an asterisk a warning sign, a
red flag and symbol for something inappropriate?
Close’s past exhibition history at The University of Massachusetts should have been a
lesson to museums, artists, colleagues and the art community that Close is a figure in the art
world that enjoys playing with obscenity and nudity. Close is an artist who clearly likes to play
with the boundaries of what art is and how to express sexual identity. Had there been an asterisk
(*) by his name there is a possibility young female models and art advocates would question
Close’s intentions before agreeing to meet with him for a nude session. Perhaps females were
allured by Close’s prestige as an artist and thus wanted to work with him at his studio. In this
case, wall text during a museum exhibition addressing what the asterisk (*) refers to could be
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one way for museums to tackle the issue of sexual misconduct. Visitors and viewers would
benefit and museums would be educating the public about the allegations that took place.
Visitors would need to read the wall text to learn the purpose of the asterisk (*). However, using
an asterisk is just one way of addressing the ongoing issue of sexual misconduct in the
workplace.
Is using an asterisk censoring the art world? It could be argued that placing an asterisk by
an artists name who is playing with the boundaries of nudity or obscenity is limiting the
possibilities of art and expression. Close was questioned by his administration for his work and it
was labeled obscene by his community. Does an asterisk enable the art world to sensor public
education or is using an asterisk a mode of educating the public in a positive way?
Unfortunately, the political environment in America reflects the political environment in
the art world. Close is an artist obsessed with his art, career and success. His actions and artwork
reflect the commitment Close has to create art that was never before seen, experienced or
produced. However, do the ends justify the means? Conversely, Closes’s most significant work is
his portraits which have little to do with nudity. Can the art world comment that an artist is
sexually abusive when a large portion of his work has little to do with sexually itself? There are
still many questions to unpack in the issue of museums and how they should address the current
problems of sexual misconduct. Yet, doing nothing should not be an option as it will perpetuate
the problem.
Perhaps what gives Close’s works an aura of intensity and confrontation is the artist’s
ability to engage with his muse. When looking at a work by Close the viewer can immediately
detect a sense of emergence and presence of the sitter. (Fig. 3) Close, as an artist, inspects the
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sitter and perceives detailed aspects that anyone else would normally overlook. This attention to
detail and ability to bring himself close enough to another in order to create his art is a point of
conflict. Is the way Close use the canvas to magnify a human being related at all to his
misconduct and accusations that he treated women disrespectfully? Or should his work be judged
separately from his actions as a human who made a mistake?
Museums have an opportunity at hand. To take a stance on how to portray the history and
personality of an artist can change the course of how the artist is remembered. Ultimately, it is
the museum as a public collection, who stands the test of time and can influence the legacy of
Close after his death. It is the responsibility of a museum to educate and serve their respective
communities. Portraying all sides of the story, the good and the bad, paint a dynamic picture of
who Chuck Close was and how he made a difference in the art world. If the museums fail to
address the accusations of sexual assault in the biography of Close, there is a greater chance of
the problem being perpetuated. While it should not be the only thing Close is remembered for,
his inappropriate behavior will equalize the playing field for more female artists to prosper.
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Chapter III: Chuck Close’s Market

The most recent HBO documentary about the art world, titled The Price of Everything
opens with Simon de Pury reflecting on the art market as a whole. The auctioneer extraordinaire
feels that art and money go hand in hand. De Pury recognizes the importance of influential art
selling for high prices. He feels that buyers protect “important” art by purchasing it for a high
price at auction. The prices of art are ultimately reflective of the global art world. At the core of
the film, the actors (collectors, artists, critics, dealers, and administrators) question who decides
they want to own art and why it is important. It also uncovers how one sale, can bump up an
entire market.
In the film, NY Magazine art critic, Jerry Saltz is interviewed. In his perspective, Saltz
considers how unfortunate the art world is for artists. He expresses how difficult it is for a living
artist to generate value or return a profit. For these reasons, Saltz discourages artists from
becoming artists. Saltz affirms that about 99.999% of artists are not successful and only a small
number generate profit or get to see their artwork sell in an auction while they are alive. The film
makes it clear that seeing contemporary art sales in auction houses at record-breaking prices is a
recently new phenomenon.
What the film doesn’t mention is #Metoo. Like many other tales in the history of art,
sexual harassment is taboo. People do not fancy to talk about #Metoo in relation to the art world.
The promoters and directors of the film were perhaps less interested in the politics of #Metoo
and more interested in focusing on the branding of Sotheby’s, Jeff Koons and the auction market
as a whole. Does the film glorify the art market and suggest that the top 1% of the population can
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manipulate and control and the outcome of auctions? Why is not the art world publicly
discussing how sexual harassment scandals made their way into the art world? In December
2017, world-renowned artist Chuck Close was accused of sexual harassment. Over four women
came forward, sharing stories of how Close acted as a predator, violated their privacy and
requested the ladies to appear nude for his work while it was for his pleasure. The market study
below will present an analysis of Close’s brand, market and future legacy as an artist. Does bad
behavior change the value of an artist? Does bad behavior result in bad auction prices?
Close is a globally recognized artist who is one of the founders of photorealism. His work
has been represented by Pace Gallery since the 1970s, belongs to over 200 museums all over the
world and continues to sell in auction houses today. However, after being alleged as a sexual
predator in December 2017, it is important to ask if any of the above is called to question. Can
the reputation of an artwork be separated from its author? Artsy, a platform within the art world,
strives to digitalize the art market into an online marketplace. Galleries and artists are profiled on
the site, and the digital platform aims to bring art into the palm of your hand. When searching
Chuck Close on the platform and it is evident that Artsy has not updated Close’s profile to
include any of the published articles about the harassment allegations made against Close. Does
this mean that the art world prefers to dismiss the cases against Close?
The “institutional effect,” as defined by Olav Velthuis in Talking Prices artists with high
institutional recognition sell their work for higher prices, so is valid. Museum acquisitions have a
strong positive effect on art prices.32 Artists with high institutional recognition sell their work for
higher prices. Moreover, older galleries can ask for higher prices than newer galleries. Close,
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being affiliated with celebrated museums and represented by blue chip galleries such as Pace
Gallery for decades is an artist who fulfills both these requirements to become highly admired.
Additionally, Close graduated from The University of Washington in 1962 and earned his MFA
(Master in Fine Arts) from Yale in 1964. In January 2017, his portraits were commissioned by
Office of Mayor Bill De Blasio for the 86th street subway along the Second Avenue Q line.33
Close’s work is included in significant private collections such as Doris and Donald Fisher
Collection. These characteristics such as public recognition, representation by an older gallery,
and the institutional effect drive the value of Close’s work.

3.1 Chuck Close Receptions After the Scandal
In an interview below I asked art advisor, Alex Glauber, from AWG Advisory a few questions
relating to Close’s current market following the scandal:

Question: How does Chuck Close’s branding change after being accused of sexual misconduct?
Alex Glauber: To the degree that his brand is tainted and collectors who were interested in
owning his work are now dissuaded, I think the impact will be on the primary market (i.e. new
work) as opposed to historical works for which great examples rarely become available on the
open market and are highly sought after by major collectors and institutions. One place to keep
an eye on is how public institutions engage the work going forward in terms of acquisitions,
accessioned donations, and exhibitions.

David Foxley, “What Does Chuck Close Have Against Public Art,” Architectural Digest, Jan. 23, 2017.
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Question: How do collectors owning his work or presenting it in their home react? Does the
work loose aesthetic value?
Alex Glauber: Unclear. I don’t think the aesthetic value will be called into question, it would be
what you could call the symbolic capital or position that might change and therefore influence
demand or desirability.
Question: As an art advisor, how would you advise clients on this issue of value? Is there a loss
in value for an artist like Chuck Close?
Alex Glauber: Depends how socially engaged a client is. Personally, I have only worked on one
Close deal and it was 5 or so years ago.
Question: Would you expect Close's market to increase or decrease over time? Can a work of art
be separated from its author?
Alex Glauber: Too early to tell. I think he is still an artist whose market is in flux without even
taking this matter into account.

In meeting with Glauber and discussing Close’s market, Glauber insinuated that Close’s
more historical work, already in museum collections, are untouchable. His reputation is difficult
to tarnish because his more significant works are not often sold in an auction, as they are
permanent assets of public institutions. In the interview above, Glauber suggests that Close
might be ostracized from his primary market for a short time. However, his brand is protected by
gallerists and museums who represent and own his work. Glauber recognizes that Close’s legacy
continues to unravel and how museums will exhibit and present his work in the future will be the
ultimate validation or rejection of Close’s legacy as an artist.
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Another interview was conducted with an art advisor, Glori Cohen. Cohen is the CEO and
Founder of Glori Cohen Advisory in New York City. She is also on the producer’s council at The
New Museum and has over twenty years of experience in the art world. In an interview below I
asked Cohen a few questions relating to Close’s current market following the scandal:

Question: How does Close’s branding change after being accused of sexual misconduct?
Glori Cohen: Close’s brand has been strong. It has been centered upon him as an artist. The
famous book by American writer, Nathaniel Hawthorne titled, The Scarlett Letter, is about a
main character, Hester Prynne, who has to wear a letter A for the rest of her life on her shirt and
she is branded because she committed adultery. Hester Prynne was a woman who was scolded
for doing something that men in the 17th century were doing. When people today see the work of
Close they now think about the allegations against him for sexual misconduct. He may as well no
longer be a brand or he may be a bad or damaged brand. Due to this scandal, Close’s brand is
temporarily put off the market. He is labeled as an artist in the #metoo era. #Metoo is a topic that
needs to be addressed. Close’s brand is no longer on the market. It’s like lettuce that gets a
disease or a country that has ZICA. He lost his brand right now. His brand went from being a
successful, blue chip brand to the current situation, in which his work is off the market. His
market is temporary, if not permanently destroyed.
Question: How do collectors owning his work or presenting it in their home react? Does the
work loose aesthetic value?
Glori Cohen: Yes, the work has lost its aesthetic value. Collectors want to take it off their wall
and there is no resale value at the present moment. At the present time, I have a collector that
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wants to take the work off the wall and replace it with something else. It can be argued that
Close’s work should perhaps put away for a long time. If I owned his work, I would put it in the
basement or attic. Somewhere where you don’t have to pay for storage. Close has ruined his
brand and career so severely that it doesn’t even deserve to go into art storage that needs to be
paid for. It needs to go into a storage house where there are no charges. It is unsure what can
assist him to improve as a brand. Perhaps gallerists are trying to expand his brand to people who
do not know about his sexual misconduct but people who are aware of the accusations are no
longer interested in his work.
Question: As an art advisor, how would you advise clients on this issue of value? Is there a loss
in value for an artist like Chuck Close?
Glori Cohen: Absolutely. There is a loss right now because there is no resale value. The work
needs to be put away for a while and the future is unclear. At the present time, the work should
go in storage. People invested in his art and he has ruined the reputation of his name and work.
We will have to wait and see what happens. I question if investing in Close is a decent
investment.
Question: Would you expect Close's market to increase or decrease over time? Can a work of art
be separated from its author?
Glori Cohen: In this case, a work of art can not be separated from that of its author. Close’s work
is very personal. A majority of his work are portraits of himself. His egotistical presence got him
in trouble. A significant amount of his important work is self-portraits. He deserves everything
that happened to him and how society chooses to remember his legacy will soon unfold. As Andy
Warhol stated, “Art is what you can get away with” but Close couldn’t get away with this any
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longer. His actions and behavior towards women should not be treated lightly. #Metoo is a
tremendous movement that is being punished greatly so this does not happen in the future. This
is too serious of a matter. Though there may be many other artists that have abused women in the
#Metoo movement, Close has an obvious case. #Metoo wants to set a very strong example that
this should not happen. People with power cannot take advantage of those below them.

When going to see art at a recent art fair, The 2018 Fine Art Print Fair, at the Javits
Center, in New York City on October 25th, one booth exhibited Close’s work hoping to find an
interested buyer. People who know about the allegations made against Close would not be
interested in buying his work right now. Why would a reputable gallery choose to place Close’s
portrait in the center of their booth? Are they looking to connect with collectors and discuss the
allegations? Moreover, those who are kept up to date with art world news may question what the
gallery’s intention is for presenting Close’s work for sale. Was the gallery looking for a buyer
that does not know about the scandal? Or, perhaps the gallery is looking for a buyer that is aware
of the scandal but interested in making a deal at the lower market price for Close's work. There
are a lot of factors that contribute to being a great and memorable artist. Is being accused of
sexual misconduct able to tarnish an artist’s reputation forever? Can an artist whose work
belongs to over 200 public institutions globally not be forgiven for sexually assaulting women?
Does Close deserve to be forgiven?

3.2 Chuck Close’s Data Analysis
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Using R, a program and software for statistical analysis, a few data points were created.
Refer to figure 3 and 4 to see two timelines that indicate sales over time. Figure 5 plots total
overestimate sales by year at Sotheby’s and Christie’s Post War & Contemporary Art Evening
Auctions in November and March from 2007 to 2018. The timeline referred to in Figure 4 plots
the total overestimate sales by year sales for Close works not including his editions and
multiples. The X-axis represents the total lots and the Y-axis expresses the year of the sales.
Close’s more significant oil on canvas works are not sold in auctions frequently. From reading
the timeline one can understand that his market is mostly multiples, which is included in sales
such as the Edition Sales or Prints and Multiples. Thus, the results for Close are not very telling.
It is difficult to draw a conclusion from the comparison between Close and the market because
the number of lots for Close is too low for any meaningful comparison.
Nevertheless, a few similarities can be extrapolated when looking at the patterns within
the two timelines. After 2010, there was a significant decrease in the overall market. Close’s
market illustrates the same decrease. Immediately following 2011, the market drastically goes up
and Close’s sales mirror that increase as well. The red vertical line, cutting both timelines, in late
2017, represents the moment that the allegations made against Close went public. Ironically, this
point on both timelines is relatively low. Additionally, both graphs show an increase in the
number of works selling over-estimate following the publicized scandal. Regardless of the
revelation of the incident, it seems that Close’s general market fluctuates with the patterns of the
overall market.
A hedonic regression statistically understands and interprets variance that occurs in an
outcome variable with a predictor variable. In the regression below, the outcome variable on the
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X-axis is price sold at auction and the Y-axis is the predictor variable before and after the scandal
was publicized in December 2017. Dummy variables were used here. “0” represents all the
auction sales prior to the publicity of the accusations against Close and “1” represents all the
sales after the scandal went public in December 2017. It should be noted that the regression does
not control for inflation. The regression establishes prices at a particular time frame without
considering for inflation. Ideally, it would show price decreasing as it does here. However, there
is a distribution issue because there are skewed sizes with an unequal amount of sample sizes
before and after. There were about 56 sales after December 17, 2017, and 360 data points before
the incident. Thus, though it appears that there has been a decrease in price post the incident, no
causal relationship can be defined. Refer to Figure 5. The regression used the equation y=
-1437.0 x 33229.0
In conclusion, after analyzing the sales data for Close’s market pre and post the incident,
one can question how long it takes for bad behavior to result in bad pricing at auction? Maybe it
takes a few years? Or maybe it is up to museums and important collectors to decide how to
present Close’s legacy in the future? It can also be asked if all publicity is good publicity? Can
allegations made against Close ironically lift his market to new heights? As Velthuis points out,
“Pricing […] is not just an economic, but also a signifying act: by distinguishing different types
of prices or by identifying auction and gallery prices with different sets of values, art dealers turn
to price into a meaningful activity. […] [Then] I will elaborate on these meanings by interpreting
the price mechanism as a symbolic system.” Velthuis decides that the art market is an inefficient
anomaly because prices have economic and symbolic value. In the art market, a high price
signifies a higher demand. In an efficient market, a lower demand would signify a lower price.
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The art world at times ignores basic economic rules and has its own rules that do not conform to
economic regulations, theories or policies.
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Conclusion

How we treat women reflects who we are and it reflects society as a whole. Chuck Close
is not the first male artist, nor the first man in a high position of power, to abuse his influence to
inflict damage or harm. The political climate in America right now further reflects how important
it is to address issues that harm society, and women. However, it is not enough to talk about it.
We as the art community get to decide how we want to perceive Close. Will we choose to
celebrate him for his artistic contributions and include him in the art canon? Or, do we instead
forego his long reputable career due to his acts of misdemeanor towards women? There is a third
option, which would include his works within the art historical canon while also recognizing that
Close was an artist who abused women’s rights.
Legislation needs to be changed and standards within the museum-world need to be
updated to include appropriate conduct and behavior towards women. Women should be able to
choose their own destiny. Every community and institution should conduct public discussions
and panels to discuss how they wish to address the Close’s legacy. It would be fair if each
museum had the right to decide how it wishes to respond to the allegations. That way, there is a
local response to the issue at hand. Using the power of awareness and cooperation, the problem
of how to address the legacy of an artist who is accused of sexual misconduct can be solved.
Each community within a museum can decide for its own if they feel it’s appropriate to separate
an author from the reputation of its work or not.
Strategizes that work to minimize the problems of inequality between men and women in
the art world would adjust the bigger discrimination problem going on in the world today. In this
36

predicament of discrimination towards women, there also exists a window of opportunity for
growth and improvement. Now that society has become more sensitive and aware of the right
way to conduct a workplace perhaps the system will adapt. There is currently an outrage
portrayed in the newspapers. On November 7, artist, Michelle Hartney, risked being arrested or
harmed to post Guerrilla Girls wall label next to predator artists at the MET.34 Currently, there
isn’t an established punishment for this harassment and abuse of power. However, society must
ask themselves, is this system sustainable? Is this the way the next generation should live? After
pondering on those questions, it is easy to conclude that having more laws in place and enforcing
the rules and regulations can prevent those in power from inflicting harm on others. In
contemporary culture, those who commit a crime of sexual harassment received a large uproar of
embarrassment on public level. At this point, there is no established artists law enforcement to
ensure equality in the workforce.
Title IX was law enforcement established by the US in 1972. The law articulates the need
for all people to receive equal opportunities without discrimination.35 It writes, “No person in the
United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.”36 Under the Obama administration, Title IX was one of the most
passionate policy initiatives. It reinforced schools to hold themselves responsible for acts of
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discrimination occurring within the school. However, ensuring that sexual discrimination is
prohibited in educational institutions is not enough. What about the workplace?
Tina Tchen, former Chief of Staff to First Lady Michele Obama, shared her opinions
about #Metoo a year later with CNN on October 15, 2018. Her perspectives strongly identify the
issue of sexual harassment as a disease that exists in the workplace. Her opinionated essay is
titled “#Metoo Identified a Disease that Inflects Business. We Still Have a Long Way To Go.”
Using language such as a “disease” insinuates that sexual harassment is very common and
embedded like a virus. Is sexual harassment thus a consequence of the disease or is sexual
harassment a symptom of a bigger problem? The disease also indicates that the problem is an
epidemic. It starts and then it expands. Society is thus sick with the disease of sexual harassment.
Is Tchen suggesting that the problem is pathological? Is she using the word disease as a polite
way to address the issue? She writes, “When we think about #Metoo movement, we often think
about the high profile cases — the Harvey Weinsteins, Bill Cosbys and Matt Lauers. But in the
past year, thousands of women — and yes men too — have come forward…Some have argued
that if companies and employees just follow the law, we wouldn’t have any workplace
harassment issues. What they fail to recognize is that existing laws and regulations have not
caught up to where our society is in 2018… In order to truly eliminate sexual harassment in our
society, we must fix a workplace culture that has allowed the issue to fester and grow.” Tchen
underscores that there has been some change since the #metoo movement has inflicted our
society but there is more to be done to promote sustainable working environments for women.37
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Moreover, The New York Times published an article titled, “#Metoo Brought Down 201
Powered Men. Nearly Half of Their Replacements are Women.” The article questions if
removing men from positions of power is enough. Is asking for equality in the workplace asking
to reinvent the wheel? Is society unconsciously framing women into positions of domesticity to
fulfill societal norms? If we stand up for women to be treated fairly in the workplace will it be
widespread? As it states, “Sexual harassment has hardly been erased in the workplace. Federal
law still does not fully protect huge groups of women, including those who work freelance or at
companies with fewer than 15 employees. New workplace policies have little effect without
deeper cultural change. And as the Supreme Court confirmation battle over Brett Kavanaugh
showed, Americans disagree on how people accused of sexual misconduct should be held
accountable and what the standard of evidence should be. But the analysis shows that the #Metoo
movement shook, and is still shaking, power structures in society’s most visible sectors. The
Times gathered cases of prominent people who lost their main jobs, significant leadership
positions or major contracts, and whose ousters were publicly covered in news reports.” This
article rightfully underlines 201 men in power that resigned or were fired due to allegations of
misconduct. It questions not how laws can be changed but how the climate and culture of our
society are what ultimately change how people are treated on a day to day basis.38 The long list
of names of men that were fired or stepped down from positions of power because of allegations
of sexual harassment is unbearable to read through. This article solidifies that sexual behavior at
work is so common and has been going on for a long time.
Carlsen, Audrey, Maya Salam, Claire Miller, Denise Lu, Ash Ngu, Jugal Patel, and Zach Wichter. "#Metoo
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Moreover, the article states that historically America is financially operated by men.
Women run households and raise children. However, since the rise of men behaving
inappropriately towards women in the workplace, it has raised a new discussion for how women
may better lead in positions of power. The article then intricately details each male that resigned
or was fired and how many allegations were made against them. Joan Williams, a law professor
who studies gender at the University of California, Hastings states, “Women have always been
seen as risky because they might do something like have a baby. But men are now being seen as
more risky hires.”39 This statement provokes an ongoing issue for women in the workplace. How
could a woman choose to both work and raise a family? Why are women who work seen as risky
hires because they can potentially have a child? How are women getting pregnant or considering
to get pregnant seen as an inappropriate match for a powerful position?
A Hyperallergic article titled “How to Teach Ancient Art in the Age of #Metoo” correctly
articulates how the lens of the current fight for female freedom has offered a new lens for
looking at ancient art. It states, “In the wake of the #MeToo movement, it is crucial to reassess
the way we teach and write about art historically important works that portray violence against
women – violence spanning millennia when viewed through the lens of art history – in order to
reinvigorate the role played by art history in contemporary social movements. Although images
of violence against women are not exclusive to ancient Greek art, the large number of artworks
from ancient Greece depicting this violence, such as abduction (a metaphor for rape in ancient
Greece), coupled with the perception of Greece as a paradigm of democracy in the West,
suggests a reanalysis of Greek art is a good place to start.” The voice in this article suggests that
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when looking at ancient Greek art #Metoo calls into account how essential the narrative of the
victims are. “The #MeToo movement has given voice to countless survivors and requires us to
ask what role can and should art history play in empowering students with the language to label
and discuss sexual assault in an effort to eradicate violence against women…Rather than
obliterating these artworks from the art historical canon, which would stifle meaningful and
essential discussion, we must give voice to the victims represented. Art history, when the tools of
formal and contextual analysis are fully employed, is well-suited to amplify these voices,
providing students with critical insight into social injustices of the past. Addressing the contexts
of these works can be challenging in survey courses where depth is often sacrificed for breadth.
However, given what’s at stake for our students and today’s social and political realities, it is
time for art historians to reassess the goals of our courses, and the discipline more broadly.”40 It
is thus vital to encourage the next generation of thinkers to take part in understanding the
problems women faced in the past to better tackle the issues at hand in the present.
However, in “Measuring the #Metoo Backlash” published by The Economist it is clear
that people do not believe stories of sexual harassment because they do not want to accept that
this is an issue in society. It states, “Yet surveys suggest that this year-long storm of allegations,
confessions and firings has actually made Americans more skeptical about sexual harassment. In
the first week of November 2017, YouGov polled 1,500 Americans about their attitudes on the
matter, on behalf of The Economist. In the final week of September 2018, it conducted a similar
poll again. When it came to questions about the consequences of sexual assault and misconduct,
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there was a small but clear shift against victims.” 41One can argue that it is horrible to listen to the
perversion of society. However, another aspect of sexual harassment that is brought up in the
article questions if people decide their feelings about the issue based on political partisanship and
not their own opinion. As it states, “The change of opinion has become more pronounced among
women than among men. But rather than breaking along gender lines, the #Metoo divide
increasingly appears to be a party-political one.”42 This begs to question if people would oblige
to the standard of conduct if it was a requirement. Would the problem of sexual harassment be
solved if all legal businesses were required to read and authenticate Title IX forms while filing to
operate a business? What is America treated Title IX as seriously as they treat paying taxes?
One option for a solution to this issue in the workplace would be to consider how well
Title IX has been functioning in the educational framework and question why not bring it to
every Limited Liability Company? If Title IX training and regulation were to be implemented
into the workplace what would it look like? For example, if Title IX would be inscribed into the
requirements of opening an LLC for any company or operating business, would the business
owner be more aware of the problem and less likely to fault to misappropriate conduct? Many
men in power do not know boundaries. Title IX would offer an opportunity for business owners
to treat all employees equally and respectfully. Morally, just as an LLC is subject to pay taxes, a
business should be obligated to apply by the administrative functions of Title IX. Title IX is thus
a moralistic experience unrelated to the finance and economics of a business. If Title IX survey
and training becomes part of what practice and standards of behavior are for all business
requirements, the workplace would be better off. People would learn about appropriate behaviors
41
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and attest that they won’t oblige to inappropriate behaviors. If you do not sign the paper you
cannot open an LLC. Morally, just as people are obliged to pay taxes, people should be required
to make equality and equal distribution of power in the workplace a priority. Adding a
prerequisite for Title IX to be included within all registered LLCs is one-way men and women
can create more equal workplaces. This change would greatly benefit society.
In taking Close as an example and analyzing what the allegations were, how his market
reacted and how museums think about his reputation, sexual harassment becomes a central issue.
However, the problem may be more complex. What other factors contribute to sexual
harassment? Is sexual harassment the only issue that prevents women from succeeding in rising
to the top in the workplace? What if obstacles such as inequality, income inequality, and
domestication of women come into play as well? How do these obstacles come together and
prevent women from succeeding in the workplace? These dilemmas that are holding women
back also contribute to the problem of sexual harassment at large.
Hopefully, this thesis contribution can serve as an advocate for change. It is relevant
today more than ever as more women artists are being sold at auction for high valuations and
more women artists are receiving recognition for their work. Additionally, museums have been
purchasing more female artwork. As Tchen articulately stated in her essay, “Ensuring more
women at the top means fixing issues that still exist at the top. Only about 20% of US corporate
board members are female…A company’s culture is set by its leaders. Having women in these
positions means a company is more likely to recognize and address workplace cultural issues in a
holistic way. Women bring a unique perspective on how companies can modernize its policies. I
commend the women and men who have come forward for sharing their stories — not just
43

because of their bravery, but because they are playing important roles in ushering in a new
standard for workplace culture. Real progress does not happen overnight, and one year after the
#Metoo movement erupted, we are starting to see early signs of change."43 Problems such as
inequality and income inequality are not simple. Solutions may exist to equalize the power
structures between men and women. However, it will be up to the culture of our people to make
real change.
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Fig. 1 Pablo Picasso Femme à la Montre (Woman with a Wrist Watch), 1932.

Fig. 2 Guerrilla Girls, “3 Ways to Write a Museum Wall Label When the Artist is a Sexual
Predator,” 2018.
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Fig. 3.
Timeline of Chuck Close lots that sold overestimate at prominent Post War & Contemporary Art Auctions
at Sotheby’s and Christie’s from 2007 to 2018. Red-line illustrates the moment allegations against Close
went public.
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Fig. 4
Timeline of all lots that sold overestimate in Post War & Contemporary Art Auctions at Sotheby’s and
Christie’s from 2007 to 2018. Red-line illustrates the moment allegations against Close went public.
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Fig. 5
Hedonic Regression Analysis of all Close published auction sales via Artnet dating from October 2012 to
October 2018.
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Appendix A: Hedonic Regression Individual Data Points
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